
INTERIOR
PARTITIONS



WE ARE  
INNOVATIVE LEADERS
 LIKO-S  is one of Europe’s  largest manufacturers of glass 
partitions, mobile walls and acoustic solutions. We have 
been awarded a number of design patents thanks to our own 
research and development and innovative products – one of 
them is the interactive SMART-i-WALL® partition.

Because we not only develop and produce our products, we 
also install them and guarantee the highest quality. 

Thanks to our foreign branches and export partners, we follow 
trends around the world. 

 And we bring them to you...



MICRA I 
Frameless single-glazed partitions

OMEGA 
Modular adjustable partitions

MICRA II 
Frameless double-glazed partitions
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RAVA 
Adjustable partition  
with a negative gap
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LIKO-Glass 
Design and functional glass 30



Minimalist all-glass frameless partitions  
that combine transparency and flexibility.

MICRA I
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MICRA I
1 31–39 dBSINGLE 

GLAZED

Maximum transparency and minimalist design with the 
highest demands placed on functionality and every detail. The 
aesthetics of your space will remain undisturbed, just like the 
meetings being held inside. You can have one of the narrowest 
profiles on the market in a design that fits your interior and 
look. 

MICRA I | Frameless partition
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Solid doors and technical panels for 
required wiring or controls

Nearly invisible in combination with 
frameless doors

GlassDesignDoor defines new perspectives

Rounded corners and sliding doors
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Modern offices today reflect the peak times of industrial 

buildings with their industrial style. That’s why we’ve added 

profiles to our MICRA I partitions to quickly and easily recreate 

this style.

You can choose the glued version or H profile and divide the 

partition into smaller glass framed areas.

MICRA Industry
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Double-glazed frameless partitions meeting  
the highest acoustic and aesthetic demands.

MICRA II



MICRA II
2 39–45 dBDOUBLE 

GLAZED

Your privacy is the most important thing. The MICRA II 
double-glazed system meets the highest acoustic demands, 
while maintaining a visually airy and open interior. 

 The advantage of the Micra II adjustable partition system is 
its compatibility with other systems and partitions with  
a width of 100 mm. A wide selection of doors and aluminium 
profiles is available in many different colours.

MICRA II | Frameless double-glazed partitions
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Fullheight frameless doors  
and black painted accessories

White profiles combined with  
doors in RAL colors

Inner blinds and GlassDesignDoor 100

Fullheight door

Technical panel for control devices or light switch
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Modular adjustable system  
combining glass and solid parts.

OMEGA



OMEGA
44–50 dBMODULÁRNÍ 

SYSTÉM

Glass or solid, horizontal or vertical. You can combine the 

modules at your discretion and easily replace them after-

wards. Simple and quick change of layout without disturbing 

the ceiling, thanks to its own supporting structure meeting 

the highest technical standards. The acoustic properties of 

the Omega system guarantee absolute uninterrupted operati-

on of... anything.

OMEGA | Modular adjustable partitions
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Combination of solid  
and glazed panels

Solid panels in door height

Aluminum door with blinds

Fullheight veneer door

Wooden solid door with overpanel
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Patented system of concealed load-bearing  
structure with a negative gap.

RAVA®



RAVA®

46 dB

NEGATIVE 
GAP

RAVA® partition is a unique product we’ve developed, whose 

properties ensure unlimited possibilities for interior design. 

The load-bearing structure is concealed and allows any 

partition lining to stand out. Solid panels are fastened with 

patented hidden anchors for quick installation. In the case of 

glass panels, the frame itself covers the glass surface.

 Recessed doors are part of the system, which effectively 

compliment its elegant design. Wood, laminate, cement 

boards, textile or metal, offer freedom and unlimited possi-

bilities to choose your design, including the thickness of your 

choice.

RAVA® | Patented anchoring system
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Horizontally divided panels 
with high gloss 

Reverse doorframe literally 
changes the view of a door

Negative gap with concealed 
structure

Glazed system modules



Graphics, organic elements, structured materials 
and hi-end digital blinds.

LIKO-Glass®
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LIKO-Glass®

ORGANICS

STRUCTURESDIGITAL  
BLINDS

GRAPHIC

The laminated glass technology used allows architects and 

designers to shine. Almost anything can be inserted between 

fine glass panes – graphic motifs, organic materials, colour- 

tinted layers, high-tech films with digital blinds or any re-

ference to your business or hobby. As a result, LIKO-Glass® 

offers virtually endless possibilities for original and attractive 

interior design. All this with a simple, fast and clean installa-

tion.

LIKO-Glass technology can be used in any of our glass 

systems.

LIKO-Glass® | Design and functional glass
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Dried flowers or anything thinner  
than 2 mm

Geometric shapes and unlimited  
color options

Digital blinds turned on and off with a touch



WE’RE  
A FAMILY BUSINESS 
Every company is mainly about the people and products 
they create. LIKO-S  combines the energy of people to help 
them perform at their best. Our employees want to think 
about what they can do differently and better, and develop 
themselves. Our Development Centre is our foundation, but 
every small production process also needs to be fine tuned to 
the maximum.

Thanks to you, our customers, we move further ahead and 
incorporate improvements based on your feedback with every 
project. You will learn about our strong corporate culture and 
attention to detail during the first business meeting and final 
fine tuning of your new partitions by our trained fitters.

 We do things differently – we set trends.

 We are LIKO-S.



Become one of our fans and be part of the story…

FACEBOOK LINKEDINYOUTUBE

Headquarters:
LIKO-S, a.s. 

U Splavu 1419 
684 01 Slavkov u Brna 

Czech Republic

+420 5 44 22 11 11 | info@liko-s.com

www.liko-s.com

The innovative spirit drives us forward. We constantly develop and innovate – we belong to 
the Europe‘s leading manufacturers of interior partitions – glazed, mobile and interactive. 
The partition design meets the most demanding requirements on aesthetics, practicality 

and acoustics.

MOBILE WALLS

Change the layout in a few minutes to 
the way you currently need it. 

High resolution, unique sound and 
touch screen directly in the wall.

Between two layers of glass we are able to 
insert graphics, fabric, metal… Anything 
thinner than 2 mm.

SilentPET® or acoustic booths immerse 
you in silence and fine-tune the acoustics 
of space.

SMART-I-WALL®

LIKO-GLASS ACOUSTIC SOLUTIONS

LIKO-S: INOVATIVE LEADERS 


